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Index to biographical material published in books and periodicals. Obituaries of national and international interest published in New York Times.

See annotation on Religious Dictionaries and Encyclopedias handout.

See annotation on Religious Dictionaries and Encyclopedias handout.

Contains many sketches of 20th century religious leaders. See annotation on Religious Dictionaries and Encyclopedias handout.

Short paragraphs with basic information on living notables from over 150 countries.

Scholarly dictionary of English biography containing 50,113 substantial signed articles by 10,000 contributors on people “of the British Isles and their connections overseas” who died before Dec. 31, 2000. “It covers people who were born and lived in the British Isles, people from the British Isles who achieved recognition in other countries, people who lived in territories formerly connected to the British Isles at a time when they were in contact with British rule, and people born elsewhere who settled in the British Isles for significant periods or whose visits enabled them to leave a mark on British life.” “It incorporates in rewritten or revised form all 38,607 lives contained in the Dictionary of National Biography, published between 1885 and 1900 and its supplements, published between 1901 and 1996” with the addition of 13,500 new lives. Volume 61 is an index of contributors listing their articles.

A biennial publication. Short articles containing basic information on famous living Americans.

Harding School of Theology Library
1000 Cherry Road
Memphis, TN 38117


Contains 17,000 signed 1 to 2 page biographies of people who have influenced American life. Some have died as recently as 1995. Vol. 24 contains indexes of biographees, contributors, places of birth, and occupations & realms of renown. Supplement volumes projected to be published about every 5 years. Supplement I (1996-early 2001) was published in 2002. Supplement II published in 2005 includes those who have died since the 1st supplement and others not included in earlier volumes.


Contains “biographical profiles on more than 1,200 American and Canadian religious figures whose impact on the religious community has occurred since 1865.” Includes a number of living figures and gives special attention to women, African Americans, American Indians, and leaders from a wide range of religious groups. Includes an index of biographees according to religious tradition and a master name and keyword index.


R.R.922/B632. Lewis, Donald M. The Blackwell Dictionary of Evangelical Biography, 1730-1860. 2v. Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1995. Contains about 3,570 signed articles (with bibliographies) by 344 contributors on "figures of historical, literary or religious significance who flourished at any time between 1730 and 1860 and were associated with the evangelical movement in the English-speaking world." Although it includes well-known figures, they are not treated as exhaustively as the neglected or minor ones. The index in vol. 2 is arranged by country and sub-arranged by denomination.

R.R.922/B615e. Larsen, Timothy, ed. Biographical Dictionary of Evangelicals. Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2003. Contains signed articles (with bibliographies) on 405 “figures that would be of interest to scholars, ministers, ordinands, students, and others interested in the history of evangelicalism” by 204 contributors. “The scope is the English-speaking world.” Includes those who were a part of the pre-history of evangelicalism, including many Reformers and Puritans, who influenced the evangelical community. The earliest subject is John Wyclif (d. 1384). Since 1935 was established as the latest birth year, includes several living figures. Indexes of names and subjects in the back.

well-known figures tend to be treated less exhaustively than those difficult to find information about. Each biographee is classified under one of 26 subject areas and the bibliographic references in the articles are keyed to the extensive bibliography which is sub-arranged under the same 26 headings.

Brief articles with basic information about important figures in the history of Christian theology. In back is a full listing of popes with brief biographical entries for each.

Signed sketches of about 800 Christian leaders, "who lived during, or whose lives extended into, the present century." "Each biography provides an identifying tag for the person, a brief biographical sketch, an explanation of the individual's theological point of view, any major works, and a succinct evaluative comment from an evangelical perspective."

Biographical sketches of approximately 2,000 individuals from all over the world. Contains an index of biographees by geographical location and areas of specialization.

Brief biographical information on just under 1,000 people from the U.S. and 41 other countries currently active in the dialogue between science and theology. Divided into four directories: A. Sketches of individuals actively publishing in the field with a list of some of their relevant publications, B. Sketches of individuals with an active interest in the field, C. Directory of organizations, and D. List of significant journals in the field. Contains alphabetical, geographical, and subject indexes and indexes of organizations and journals.

Brief articles on 550 religious leaders who died before July 1, 1992. 50 of the entries in the 1st ed. were revised.

Revised ed. of Webster’s New Biographical Dictionary (1988). Biographical information on about 30,000 important figures throughout history. Living individuals not included. Provides pronunciations of names.

Includes persons of ancient and middle church history through the eighth century. Note: Biographical sources listed in this bibliography are scholarly and reputable. The library does not acquire vanity publications and the student should be warned against publishers' advertisements that promise inclusion of the biographee in exchange for a specified amount of money.